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Abstract—This paper discusses how FPGA acceleration is used within the JUNIPER platform. JUNIPER is a processing platform to enable the development of real-time, Big Data systems. Unlike existing Big Data approaches which are based on either batch processing, or streaming processing that is “fast enough”, the JUNIPER platform integrates a range of technologies that increase the predictability of the system allowing for design time analysis and timing guarantees. One of these technologies is FPGA-based acceleration of Java.

General purpose hardware translation of Java is a challenging problem. It is made possible in this work because of a number of features in the JUNIPER programming model. Rather than attempting to translate the entire application, the programmer can mark specific sections of their program (called Locales) as acceleratable. Communications in and out of Locales are restricted to use the MPI-based JUNIPER communications model.

Initial results show that the use of Java does not hamper hardware generation, and provides tight execution time estimates. This paper describes the work currently under way, the approach being developed, and presents some preliminary results that demonstrate the promise in the technique.

I. INTRODUCTION

Big Data is the term used for applications that cannot be developed using existing data processing techniques, because of either the sheer scale of the data being produced, or timing requirements that are placed on the data processing, filtering, and storage. The majority of existing Big Data systems are batch-based [1], meaning that processing is run periodically, and queries that trigger such processing may take significant time to complete. To avoid this, more recent systems [2], [3] have adopted a data streaming model in which input data is constantly being filtered and processed.

The JUNIPER project is an EU-funded project that is developing a framework for the development of real-time Big Data systems. In the context of Big Data, “real-time” is commonly used to mean “fast enough”, or streaming-based. In this work we take a more strict definition of real-time to mean that the correctness of the data is dependent on both its value and the time by which it is delivered.

The JUNIPER framework is a Java 8 [4] API which includes a range of technologies to allow real-time, quality of service (QoS) guarantees to be provided, based on ahead-of-time scheduling analysis rather than relying on testing and profiling (as seen in figure 1). JUNIPER integrates the following technologies in a common API:

- The JUNIPER API adds many features to Java 8 to allow efficient distribution of data collections over a cluster environment.
- Features are also added to automate distributed streaming and map-reduce processing of these distributed collections. This allows easy implementation of both Hadoop and Spark/Storm-style algorithms.
- JUNIPER uses the Real-Time Specification for Java [5] to support the analysis of user code to determine its worst-case execution time, and integrates with existing scheduling analysis frameworks.
- The JUNIPER OS allows for disk and network reservations, allowing user-level processes to reserve bandwidth to ensure that other system activity cannot affect high-priority parts of the application.
- The JUNIPER API adds architecture awareness for efficient use of high-performance computing (HPC) and ccNUMA-style servers (more details in section III-A).
- JUNIPER also includes automatic translation of Java to FPGA hardware for reasons of both performance and predictability. This is the focus of this paper.

This paper covers the motivation for translation of Java to hardware (section II), and discusses the programming model.
exposed by the JUNIPER API (section III). Section IV then
discusses the implementation strategy used, and preliminary
results are reported in section VI.

II. MOTIVATION AND EXISTING WORK

Due to Java’s use of a Virtual Machine and its stated aim
of being highly portable and not bound to a specific imple-
mentation target, hardware acceleration is not particularly well
supported. The OpenACC standard supported by Cray, nVidia
et. al. contains a pragma for use within C/C++ applications.
There is no direct Java binding to OpenACC, and so targeting
GPU languages such as CUDA and OpenCL requires the use
of third party compilers such as Rootbeer [6] which does not
support the Real-Time Specification for Java. Project Sumatra
[7] is a move to include accelerators in Java but it is still
in the planning phase. All of this work targets GPU-style
data parallel accelerators however. Whilst this is very useful
for high performance work, the JUNIPER platform is also
interested in predictability for more general code.

Classic work [8], [9], [10] has attempted to translate Java
bytecodes directly into datapath hardware to moderate success.
These approaches are limited by the fact that they cannot
handle general-purpose Java and place limitation on aspects
of the language. There has not been much recent work in this
area.

The motivation for using Java at all for this, is that
JUNIPER aims to provide simple acceleration of large-scale
software and most of the major frameworks (Hadoop, Spark
and Storm) are written in Java. Similarly, languages such as
Clojure which are commonly used for this work still use the
JVM for their implementation and so would be compatible
with this approach.

Existing work [11] has focussed on offloading sections of
software to dedicated accelerators on an FPGA. This work has
obtained good results, and the rough approach serves as a base
for this work. However it begins with C and involves a level
of user interaction (pragmas etc.) which this work is attempting
to minimise.

Equally, there are a wide range of approaches that focus
on offloading of vector-based operations, such as Xilinx’s
SDAccel for offloading OpenCL workloads. These are likely
to be better than the approach in this paper for scientific
computing, in which existing compute kernels can be leveraged
more easily.

JOP [12] is a processor that can natively execute Java
bytecodes and is optimised towards predictable execution. It
cannot obtain the highest possible execution speeds, but is very
effective for predictable behaviour.

The approach described in this paper uses elements of
all of these approaches. Through an expanded programming
model, areas that are amenable to acceleration are identified.
These areas are not translated wholly, partly down to the
problems identified in the classic work cited above. Instead
parts of the Java (such as memory allocators and the garbage
collectors) remain on an embedded processor whilst methods
are turned into datapath hardware. The rest of the paper details
the approach taken.
// Step through the patterns of the platform
// to find an SMP to create a Locale on
Platform p = Platform.getPlatform();
NUMA numa = p.getRootLocation();
CCNUMA cc numa = numa.getChildren()[0];
SMP smp = cc numa.getChildren()[0];
Locale locale = new Locale(smp);
//Create threads inside the new locale
int ncpu = smp.getNumCPUs();
for (int i = 0; i < ncpu; i++) {
    Thread th = locale.createJavaThread(() -> {
        //...
    });
    th.start();
}

Fig. 2. Simple locality and architecture mapping in the JUNIPER approach.

- SMP: The SMP pattern represents an architecture in which components are more tightly-coupled. Access times to memory are uniform within a reasonable error bound. Variation is only due to contention on a shared memory bus or cache effects, not because memory is a greater ‘distance’ from the processors.

The programmer must manually create locales, and map them to the patterns of their host architecture. An example of this is shown in figure 2. These patterns also allow architecture discovery, in which the programmer can request information about the hardware such as number of processors, cache size, etc. This information can be used to tailor the algorithm selected and amount of parallelism expressed.

Locales communicate using the JUNIPER communications API. This API provides a range of high-level communication features to facilitate automatic deployment, group communications, and code portability, but the details are outside of the scope of this paper. Communications in JUNIPER are implemented using MPI, and the lowest level features of the API are similar to MPI calls.

Use of locales and patterns has been shown to both slightly increase average performance, but also to increase the predictability of execution times (due to the greater control over placement and therefore lower pessimism of memory latency and cache usage) [14].

In the context of this work, locales are important because they are the unit of FPGA acceleration in the JUNIPER approach.

B. Acceleratable Locales

A common problem with general-purpose acceleration of a high-level language such as Java is that it can be difficult to determine which parts of the application should be accelerated for the largest gain. In the JUNIPER platform the programmer has already expressed their application in terms of groups of closely-coupled threads and data (locales) and so it is these which are focussed upon.

The developer is required to identify the locales within the application that are amenable to static acceleration on the FPGA. The approach taken within JUNIPER is to introduce a subclass of the Locale class called AcceleratableLocale. AcceleratableLocale includes an abstract method called initialise() which creates all of the threads that will be allocated inside that locale. (Normal locales can allocate freely, subject to the normal RTSJ restrictions). A Locale cannot be created inside AcceleratableLocale.initialise() but an AcceleratableLocale may be. This restriction ensures that the accelerated locale can have its structure analysed to aid the hardware tool flow. General memory allocation (new) is still supported but should be avoided. (This is discussed further in section IV-C).

AcceleratableLocales may be moved to the FPGA co-processor, but this is not required. In systems without FPGAs they execute as normal Java locales. Equally, an AcceleratableLocales may migrate between hardware and software dynamically as the system executes (see section V).

The second restriction on AcceleratableLocales is that all communications with the AcceleratableLocale must use the JUNIPER communications API. In the general purpose JUNIPER model this is not strictly required. Locales are normal Java code and so they may simply share heap data, but if they do this then the sharing locales are restricted to existing within a ccNUMA or SMP pattern, and must be present on the same JVM. With AcceleratableLocales this is not permitted. All communications must be via the MPI-like JUNIPER API. This allows Locales on remote nodes to communicate with an accelerated locale, and also allows the transparent migration of AcceleratableLocales between software and hardware, as shown in figure 3.

IV. IMPLEMENTATION STRATEGY

This implementation section covers three main issues. First, the architecture of the FPGA system is detailed in section IV-A. Then the way that this architecture interacts with the host server is described in section IV-B. Finally, the actual task of translating Java code to an FPGA component is covered in section IV-C.

A. FPGA architecture

The structure of the FPGA architecture is shown in figure 4. The structure is as follows:

- Static section: The same for all JUNIPER designs, contains:
A PCI-express endpoint to implement communication between the host platform and the FPGA (more details in section IV-B).

An external memory controller to connect to external DDR memory, into which the host platform will DMA copy data for the accelerators to process.

An interface processor called the JUNIPER FPGA Manager (JFM) which performs on-FPGA management.

- **Accelerator section**: This section varies depending on the accelerators located in the design. It consists of a set of translated AcceleratableLocales (section IV-C) connected via a unique tree-based NoC called BlueTree [15]. BlueTree is a configurable NoC interconnect with a tree-based structure that is designed to optimise the connection of many clients to external memory in a real-time or safety-critical system. It supports the use of worse-case aware prefetching [16], and memory and bandwidth partitioning to assist in the development of mixed-criticality systems [17].

The accelerator section is treated as a single large tile, rather than individual tiles for each accelerator. This simplifies the design and reduces the overhead (both area and communication time) of interconnect standards between the tiles, at the cost of having to create an accelerator tile with a fixed set of accelerators for the given application. Section V discusses a more dynamic acceleration design.

The JUNIPER platform is currently being developed on Xilinx Spartan 6, Virtex 7, and Zynq FPGA devices, so the JFM is the Xilinx Microblaze softcore processor [18].

### B. Interactions with host

The host server uses the accelerators on the FPGA with two key infrastructure components:

- A JUNIPER kernel module called the JUNIPER FPGA Interface Module (JFIM) implements zero-copy transfers between the Java application and the FPGA. It is required because the application (resident in user address space) cannot directly access the FPGA hardware, nor directly call drivers within the Linux kernel that access hardware.
- As discussed in section III, the JUNIPER programming model mandates the use of a communications API to send data to and from an accelerator. The JUNIPER library implementation of this API uses the JFIM to move data as efficiently as possible.

This is shown in figure 5. The JFIM offers a high level driver for the Java application (in user space), with the JFIM leveraging the lower level (hardware dependent) PCIe drivers within the host Linux OS to communicate with PCIe support on the FPGA board, which in turn interfaces with the JFM on the FPGA board.

The approach described is not specific to Java as it provides generic facilities that can be used by any user level process on the host, however programmed. The purpose of the command and control interface (CCI) is to provide an interface to the JFIM that is accessible from the application process in user memory space. The Linux device driver architecture allows application processes to access devices via the file system (i.e. /dev and /sys directories, open(), read(), write(), and ioctl() system calls).

A summarised list of the features exposed by the JFIM are:

- JFIM_get_resource_map(): returns the resource map of the FPGA as negotiated between the JFIM and JFM. This information is exposed to the application through the JUNIPER API.
- JFIM_load_design(file): load of an accelerator tile into the FPGA.
- JFIM_reset_accelerator(to): reset an accelerator on the FPGA.
- JFIM_start_accelerator(to): start an accelerator in the FPGA.
- JFIM_stop_accelerator(to): stop an accelerator running.
- JFIM_write_memory(from, to, offset, length): effect a write to FPGA memory.
- JFIM_read_memory(from, to, offset, length): effect a read of FPGA memory.
- JFIM_control(to, addr, len): send a control message to the target accelerator.
C. Translation of Java to HDL

The JUNIPER toolflow translates Java code into a hardware description language (HDL) representation for implementation on the FPGA. The toolflow used is shown in figure 6.

For normal Java code in the JUNIPER approach, the input Java is translated to C for native compilation (or interpretation) by a real-time JVM called JamaicaVM [19]. This approach supports both standard Java and real-time Java, and allows for more predictable real-time behaviour (including real-time garbage collection).

JamaicaVM, as part of its compilation process (and similar to the standard Java HotSpot JIT compiler [20]), profiles the target application to determine frequently-used code. This information is used to inform which AcceleratableLocales should be focussed upon for hardware implementation. This is because it has been observed by both the developers of Java and of JamaicaVM that it is actually fastest not to natively compile the entire of the application’s bytecode. Bytecode tends to be more compact than machine code, so interpreting low frequency methods results in less pressure on the instruction cache. High frequency methods are compiled. The same effect is observed when translating to hardware so JamaicaVM’s profiling can be reused.

Locales that make up the bulk of the application’s computation time are translated from C to HDL using a Xilinx tool called Vivado HLS. This produces an archive of hardware components, one for each AcceleratableLocale in the system. A separate JUNIPER tool then takes a set of these components and inserts them into the static FPGA architecture (discussed in section IV-A) to create a final FPGA design.

When translating a Java locale to hardware, the following issues must be considered:

- Unlike many existing systems, the tool flow does not attempt to turn all features of Java into hardware. Tasks like memory allocation, garbage collection, and low-frequency methods are left as software and executed on a processor on the FPGA. This could either be a soft processor, or an embedded processor such as an ARM core in the Zynq. Methods which perform a lot of allocation are unlikely to benefit from acceleration.
- Translation uses the profiling information from JamaicaVM to translate on a method-by-method basis, starting with the most frequently-used methods.
- VM calls (native methods) are not translated.
- The target method is wrapped in a top level C function that implements an AXI bus interface. This creates an IP core which can be placed on an AXI bus, can communicate with memory (via the BlueTree NoC, see section IV-A), and be communicated with from the JFM. These directives are shown in figure 8 and the resulting hardware in figure 9.
- Once a method has been successfully translated, it should be used rather than the software implementation (which is C, translated from the input Java). To do this, the C implementation of the translated method is replaced with driver calls to execute the accelerator. This is shown in figure 7. The IP drivers are automatically generated by Vivado HLS.
- Exceptions are currently not supported inside translated methods. JamaicaVM implements exception handling with setjmp and longjmp which are not available in VivadoHLS. General exceptions are inefficient in hardware as they add an exponential number of potential state transitions to the state machine of the hardware. Limited schemes have been implemented, but this remains further work.
- Communications from accelerated methods are not accelerated and must be executed as software.

The JamaicaVM memory model has been extensively adjusted for hardware implementation. JamaicaVM models memory as a set of blocks, which are the unit of work for its real-time memory allocator and garbage collector. These blocks are variable size, but may be accessed as appropriately-
volatile jamaica_data32 *__juniper_ram_master;
jamaica_thread t;

void hls(volatile jamaica_data32 *master, 
  int *baseaddr) {
  #pragma HLS RESOURCE variable=master 
  core=AXI4M
  #pragma HLS RESOURCE core=AXI4LiteS 
  metadata="-bus_bundle slv0"
  variable=baseaddr
  #pragma HLS RESOURCE core=AXI4LiteS 
  metadata="-bus_bundle slv0"
  variable=return
  #pragma HLS INTERFACE ap_bus port=master
  #pragma HLS INTERFACE ap_none
  port=baseaddr register
  create_jamaica_thread(&t);

  __juniper_ram_master = master;
  jam_comp_dataProcessing_fir(&t, 
    (jamaica_ref) baseaddr)
}

Fig. 8. The top level function uses HLS directives to define the accelerator’s interface

Fig. 9. The resulting IP core from the top level in figure 8.

sized arrays of any of the base C types (e.g. as 4 ints, or 8 shorts etc.). Unfortunately this approach is not compatible with Vivado HLS because this requires pointer reinterpretation (an int * pointer to be cast to a short * for example) and this is not supported.

The solution implemented is to view the entire memory space as an int * pointer and add access functions (in the wrapper C) to read sub-words accordingly. This slightly duplicates normal bus control logic (because AXI can natively support such sub-word reads) but it avoids the limitation of Vivado HLS and allows the JamaicaVM output code to remain unaffected.

V. DYNAMIC ACCELERATION

Due to space constraints on the FPGA, most of the time it will not be possible to offload all AcceleratableLocales to the FPGA simultaneously. The question becomes, therefore, which Locales should be offloaded and when? The static approach defines this ahead of time and the chosen set of Locales remains static throughout the execution of the system. This means that the behaviour of the system is more predictable due to the fact that allocation and configuration is performed ahead of time, and the system is less complex as less supporting infrastructure is required. However it has drawbacks:

- Only a fixed subset of the application can be accelerated, which can limit the applicability of the approach.
- The designer must analyse the system ahead-of-time to determine how to best use the FPGA to get the highest benefit.
- The static approach is not transparent. The designer is required to use FPGA development tools and to understand relevant tools, techniques, and design trade-offs.
- The static approach cannot deal with unseen code (no dynamic code loading).
- Static offloading requires a fixed deployment to FPGA-equipped nodes. Applications cannot merely use FPGAs if they exist and ignore them if they are not available.

JUNIPER is therefore developing a dynamic acceleration approach to make the acceleration transparent to the developer by removing the requirement for ahead-of-time system analysis. It aims to allow the system to dynamically discover at runtime a suitable selection of AcceleratableLocales to place on the target FPGA without programmer intervention, at the cost of some level of real-time guarantees. This is done through a combination of online performance monitoring (already part of the JUNIPER framework) and online FPGA compilation.

A. Partial Dynamic Reconfiguration

In the dynamic approach, rather than reprogramming the entire target FPGA, Partial Dynamic Reconfiguration (PDR) is used. PDR allows partial bitfiles to reprogram a section of the running device without interrupting the rest of the system. This is crucial for the JUNIPER system, because the JFM and bus interfaces must remain uninterrupted. A common use of PDR is to time-slice a large amount of FPGA logic onto a device that would not otherwise fit by ‘swapping’ tiles of functional units in and out of the device. This has been demonstrated in an automotive project to fit a range of automotive control units into a single device. [21]

When using the vendor-supported tools, FPGA partial bitfiles are not ‘ relocatable’ and must be regenerated for every possible target location on the device. In simple devices (such as the Virtex 2) it was quite simple to relocate modules but each successive FPGA generation made this problem harder. In modern FPGAs (Virtex 7 and Ultrascale) the bitfile format is a proprietary and largely undocumented ‘black box’, and the architecture itself is highly irregular. Some papers have proposed schemes to work around this restriction [22] and these approaches show promise. Given the target domain of the JUNIPER project, we avoid the necessity for such schemes because we argue that we can perform the reconfiguration on-demand using a node from the cluster.

Accordingly, the JUNIPER dynamic approach regenerates the whole accelerator section of the FPGA architecture (figure 4) as a single tile. A set of accelerators is selected, they are packaged with the BlueTiles NoC into a tile design, and the FPGA vendor tools executed online to create the partial bitfile. This design is shown in figure 10.
TABLE I. COMPARISON BETWEEN JAMAICA VM AND HAND-DEVELOPED C WHEN SYNTHESISED WITH VIVADO HLS

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Function</th>
<th>Hand-developed C + HLS</th>
<th>Java + JamaicaVM + HLS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>LUTs</td>
<td>Latency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vector sum (500 items)</td>
<td>113</td>
<td>507</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Collatz evaluation (fixed input)</td>
<td>293</td>
<td>278</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MD5 hash evaluation</td>
<td>1675</td>
<td>3463</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FIR filter</td>
<td>298</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 10. The dynamic acceleration flow.

Work on the JUNIPER dynamic approach is in the early stages, with the aim to deliver at the end of the project.

VI. PRELIMINARY RESULTS

As this represents work in progress it is not possible to test entire applications yet, only relatively small filters and methods. This will be addressed as development of the JUNIPER platform matures. Consequently, this section focuses on the areas that can currently be evaluated.

An important area of concern for the project is whether the use of Java introduces unacceptable overhead or not. Table I shows a comparison of a range of functions implemented as C code and then synthesised to hardware with Vivado HLS, against Java method implementations of the same functions that are translated through JamaicaVM first, before using HLS. In the table, LUTs (lookup tables) is a measure of FPGA area used. The toolflow also reports an estimate for equivalent flip flop usage but the ratios are the same as for LUTs. For comparison, the Microblaze processor uses between 770–1154 LUTs on the Spartan 6 and Virtex 6 FPGA fabrics, depending on how it is configured. Latency is measured in clock cycles of the target FPGA, and is the speed for a single data item to complete a pass through the function. The FPGA runs at 200MHz in these tests.

The surprising point of note is that in some cases the version of the hardware that has passed through JamaicaVM first is smaller and faster. This is the case because all of these numbers are before any hand-optimisation of HLS directives. HLS’s default behaviour can frequently be improved by adding directives to unroll loops (at the cost of LUTs) or similar. In the case of MD5, the largest such discrepancy, hand unrolling and function inlining can reduce the hand-developed C version to be similar in size and speed to the JamaicaVM version, but this requires specialist knowledge. A lot of the extra LUTs are in multiplexors which are added because of the C version’s use of pointers, something which is removed when the same code has passed through javac and JamaicaVM.

It appears that passing code first through JamaicaVM can have a range of advantages:

- The Java code is subjected to the Java compiler’s extensive static analysis to produce bytecode, and then to JamaicaVM’s range of code optimisations.
- JamaicaVM translates Java bytecode, which is a smaller input language than the largely unrestricted C that Vivado HLS normally uses.
- The Jamaica VM output C code is very simple as a result. It is a direct state machine representation of the JVM operations for the target method, which translates into hardware very easily.
- When using hand-developed C code, developers tend to make use of techniques which are very efficient in software but not as amenable for hardware. The MD5 code, for example, uses a lot of pointer arithmetic and buffer slicing. Vivado HLS can work with this, but it clearly doesn’t produce optimal hardware without further intervention.

Other tests which have simpler input C code in the hand-developed version show a slight improvement in the C version, which is more what was expected. In these cases however the difference is only small, demonstrating that the use of Java does not appear to be an impediment to the quality of the generated hardware, and may in fact help as the code becomes more complex.

In all of these results we can see that the generated hardware has specific latency value, rather than a range. Clearly depending on the algorithm the inputs can change its execution time, but with fixed inputs we can be certain down to the clock cycle about how long a piece of hardware will take to execute. Uncertainty can be introduced through memory latency or bus/network latency as with software implementations. Hardware has the advantage that when execution time accuracy is vital, data can be cached into the hardware to remove this uncertainty, at the cost of FPGA memory resources. This has not been discussed in this paper and will be expanded upon in future work.

These results show that there is potential for the JUNIPER acceleration approach. More evaluation will be performed as the platform develops.

VII. FUTURE WORK

As this represents ongoing work, there are a range of issues that are still to be resolved. In general C to HDL translation the end results can be hugely variable. This problem is ameliorated
in JUNIPER because we are not working with unknown C, but rather the output of JamaicaVM. However, there is still design-space exploration that needs to be performed to obtain the best quality hardware. Specifically, the treatment of memory is very important. Vivado HLS uses a default implementation but this can be overridden using directives. A simple approach could try different combinations of directives, at the cost of accordingly increased compilation time.

Related to the above point, the accelerators can operate even faster if, instead of copying their input data to DDR, the data is copied directly into memories inside the accelerator itself. This takes up a large amount of valuable on-FPGA memory, but would be a useful optimisation to implement for high-priority accelerators.

It would be useful to be able to feed back information on expected performance and space tradeoffs when using the acceleration process. Unfortunately this is a common problem when using FPGAs because the synthesis and implementation of an FPGA design can take a very long time. Given the more restricted subset of designs that will be used in the JUNIPER approach, it might be possible to generate approximate metrics ahead of time.

VIII. Conclusion

The JUNIPER platform is an approach to building the next generation of Big Data systems which can provide design-time guarantees about their response times and performance metrics. To do this, the platform includes a range of real-time technologies. This paper focusses on the acceleration of application-level Java code to FPGAs.

Rather than attempt to accelerate general purpose Java, only specific sections of the application (called locales) are translated. Locales are expressed by the programmer using the JUNIPER programming model. This eases the problem because locales are tightly-coupled collections of threads and data. This means that the complex task of determining what to offload is passed to the programmer, but in a way which is not onerous. Locales also provide other benefits in the JUNIPER platform, allowing greater control over scheduling, resource allocation, and deployment though the target cloud or supercomputer. Finally, communications in and out of locales are restricted to use the MPI-based JUNIPER communications model meaning the programmer does not need to worry about manually implementing Java to FPGA communications.

Initial results show that the use of Java to accelerate software does not add significant overheads, and in fact when code becomes more complex and ‘C-like’ the JUNIPER toolflow can give better results unless manual expertise is then applied. It also provides tighter execution time estimates. This paper describes the work currently under way, the approach being developed, and presents some preliminary results that demonstrate the promise in the technique.
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